
> walk cycle
> objective(s):

Students will create a looped side-scrolling walk cycle of a character in a three-level parallax environment.

> curricular focus:
This lesson emphasizes using Layer Parenting to create a Pose to Pose walk cycle of a character.

> principles of animation:
• pose to pose (https://youtu.be/v8quCbt4C-c)
• slow in and slow out (https://youtu.be/fQBFsTqbKhY)
• arc (https://youtu.be/I1_tZ9LhJD4) 

> specifications:
save as: WalkCycle_LastnameF
width: 1920 px
height: 1080 px
frame rate: 30/sec

> instruction:
• review pose to pose, slow in/slow out and arc principles
• review the fundamentals of a walk cycle 
 - watch Animating Walk Cycles by Alan Becker (https://youtu.be/2y6aVz0Acx0)
 - watch Walk Cycle Animation Blueprint by Rusty Animator (https://youtu.be/GlYTXs0Cyc8)

- see Walk Cycle Fundamentals on page 5
• view walk cycle examples
 - watch Walk Cycle Compilation (https://youtu.be/k86w0zlzY54)

- go to the Walk Cycle Projects folder
 open the Animate files and see how previous students approached this project
  check their layer parenting and keyframes

• review walk cycle character
 - see Character Construction on page 6
• perform Layer Parenting tutorial
 - go to the Layer Parenting Tutorial folder and open LayerParentingTutorial.fla
 - watch and perform Layer Parenting in Adobe Animate CC tutorial (https://youtu.be/_o4O_A5WGVc)
  you only need to create the layer parenting architecture; you do not have to animate
• discuss most common mistakes
 - loop is not seamless
  first and last keyframe must be identical for seamless looping
 - body movement is linear
  body/head should lift and drop with high and low poses
 - limb movement is stiff and mechanical
  need elbow/knee bend and slow in/slow out on forearms/lower legs
 - feet slide on ground
  ground must move at same speed as the foot in contact with ground
• review how to create a three-level parallax
 - see parallax lesson plan (A1-02b Parallax.pdf )

see procedure on page 2



> walk cycle
> procedure:
STEP ONE: select character and environment

• character
- see Character Construction on page 6

  character cannot be a stick figure but can be simplified shapes
  character's back arm and leg must be shaded to create depth
  character must have eyes
   additional facial features are encouraged but not required
  clothing not required

- can be self-created or existing character you replicate
- consider emotive quality like happy, sad or angry
 change in body position, leg/arm swing, facial expression

• environment
- must be three-level parallax
 foreground- must have some sort of detail that scrolls but not so much that it reveals foot slide
  good example: occasional rocks or clumps of grass
  bad example: sidewalk (cracks) or brick path 
 middleground
  for example: trees or houses
 background
  for example: mountains or cloudy sky

STEP TWO: create sketch
• open and print Animation Sketch Template.pdf
• draw background

- sketch lightly
  light lines are easier to edit and erase
 - label each level (foreground, middleground and background)
  remember- the foreground should have limited/occasional details to show movement
   too much detail will make foot slide more noticeable
• draw character
 - must be approximately half the height of the document
  does not have to be centered vertically though
   traditionally characters are below center to show more background
 - must include the minimum body parts
  head/neck lower arms/hands 
  torso/hips upper legs
  upper arms lower legs/feet
 - must include the following joints for animating:
  shoulders, elbows, hips and knees
 - optional additional joints to push your animation include:
  toe (to show foot bend)
  ankle
  head/neck (to show lateral head bobbing)
  wrist
 - add any emotive quality changes to body/face
  for example: head down and slouched torso for sad
 - label all colors to the outside with arrows pointing to their elements
• approve with instructor

continued on page 3



STEP THREE: create artwork
• create approved character and environment assets
 - can create within Animate CC or create in Illustrator and then import
 - each animated body part should be in a separate layer
  parts that do not animate can be combined with parts that do
   if the hand is not independently animated it can be combined with the lower arm
   if the foot is not independently animated it can be combined with the lower leg
   if the head is not independently animated it can be combined with the neck
   if the head/neck is not independently animated it can be combined with the torso/hips
  minimum number of separate parts is 9
   head/neck/torso/hips, upper arms, lower arms/hands, upper legs, lower legs/feet
 - make sure back arm and leg are shaded to create depth
 - consider pushing your character animation
  toe (to show foot bend), ankle, head/neck (to show lateral bobbing), wrist
 - save each part as graphic symbols
• approve completed artwork with instructor before animating

STEP FOUR: create animation
• create layer parenting structure
 double check movements before adding keyframes
• review Requirements on page 4
• create 8 essential walk poses
 important!- the first keyframe must be contact and the last frame must be up for your cycle to loop properly

 you do not want the first and last keyframe of the cycle to match
- create contact, down, passing and up for each leg
 consider any emotive qualities you might want to add
- consider using classic tween
- add transition poses after each essential pose
 this will give you a total of 16 keyframes
- add easing to legs and arms for slow in/slow out
- make any necessary adjustments for a smooth walk cycle

• double check with most common mistakes 
 - see Instruction on page 1
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> requirements:
• file specifications are adhered to

- all layers are named appropriately
- all hidden layers are deleted
- all unused assets are removed from the library

• artwork 
- character and environment are aesthetic and consistent in drawing style
- character is created using shapes to create mass (no stick figures)
- character must have shoulder, elbow, hip, knee and ankle joints
- character's back arm and leg are shaded to create depth

• walk cycle
- animation uses a minimum of eight (8) keyframes
 contact, low, passing and high for each leg
 you may use more transitional keyframes
- walking pace is natural (not too fast)
- animation is not choppy
- foot does not 'slide' on ground
 ground is timed at the same speed as the character
- head oscillates up and down
 head moves in conjunction with lifting/flattening of feet on ground
- lower arms and legs utilize slow in/slow out
 easing is used at each end of the arm swing and leg step
- animation is looped perfectly
 no visual indication of returning to first frame

• parallax
- foreground moves at appropriate speed to match walking pace
- background layer moves slower than middleground to create accurate parallax effect
- environment (ground, middleground and background) is looped perfectly
 no visual indication of returning to first frame
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> walk cycle fundamentals
There are four essential poses in a walk cycle. Create these four poses first.

> contact- both feet are striking the ground
> down- front leg is bent the most; head is at its lowest point
> passing- the front leg passes the back leg which is straight
> up- back foot is at its peak flex; head is at its highest point

Once those four poses are created, the remaining transition poses can be created.

CONTACT DOWN PASSING UP CONTACT DOWN PASSING UP



> character construction
> character must have 'mass'

Stick figures not only look amateur but they lack the mass to show depth and overlapping. Your character must have 
enough mass so that the overlapping created by the side angle looks natural.

> animations
• head/neck and torso/hips

- can be connected or animated separately
- will oscillate up and down with steps
- not required to independently animate

• arms
- lower arms will swing faster/more than upper arms

• hands
- not required to independently animate

• legs
- lower legs will swing faster/more than upper legs

• feet
- you may add additional joint in to create ' toe bend'

> character parts
• character parts must include:

head/neck, torso/hips, upper arms, lower arms, hands, upper legs, lower legs and feet
 head and neck as well as torso and hips can be joined if wanted

> character details
• must have eyes but other facial features are optional
• may have clothing or can be simple monochromatic shapes
• back arm and leg need to be shaded darker to create depth


